
Dear Guests and Friends,

Summer 2022 is almost gone! Though we still enjoy some 

very nice, sunny and warm days here on Rhodes, winds have 

dropped, and preparations for 2023 are in full swing.

Reviewing the season, we can summarize that we had very 

good winds in May to July, and in September and October, 

however August was a bit below expectations. 

Further, noticeable, a lot of us were starting to get into new 

elements of our beloved water sports, be it kiting, winging, 

or foiling on whatever device. The surf sport seems to go 

through a re-invention of itself. Really refreshing …

And nobody spoke about Covid anymore! What a great 

time we had.

Looking forward to 2023, coming up soon.

….
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For the new season 2023 at Meltemi

Meltemi will welcome you again with new equipment; new extra 

boards, sails, wing gear. 

But also an extra storage place for wing equipment will be at you 

disposal to make your winger life easier during your stay at the 

beach.

Sitting and relax area will be waiting for your while resting 

between surf sessions or just enjoying the sun at the beach…and 

of course for après surf beer, sometime could even be “ pre-surf” 

beer :)



Talking about winging, in 2023 we will be 

equipped at Anemos with various wings and 

board sizes as well as various foil sets, various 

front wings, especially catering for beginners 

and advanced beginners, working on or already 

enjoying their first take offs, but shying away of 

spending thousand of bucks for equipment that 

you might grow out of within one seasons.

New at Anemos in 2023

We want your boards, sails, kites and wings to rest 

as comfortable as yourself after a demanding surf 

session, and therefore refurbish the whole storage 

yard; also, this will cater for more storage space 

for bulky foil sets, fully assembled with bords.

Don’t miss this video

Apart from this, beach life 

will be as usual: BBQ’s, 

pizza nights, roof top lounge 

and après surf & beer time; 

no need to change a 

winning team ☺ ☺ ☺

https://anemos-rhodes.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Men-at-Work-@-Anemos-Rhodes.mp4?_=1


Rhodos Treffen 2023

And don’t forget:

Rhodos Treffen 2023 is on again; after 2 years of abstinence, we meet in 

good old tradition in Waidring from January 26th to 29th, 2023. 

Sigi will circulate an email with more details closer to the event.

From our side already now: many thanks to Sigi and Luis for 

organizing this signature event once again.

Highlights not be missed:

Thursday Night: Warming Up at Zadinis / Schindlhof

Friday Night: Getting Ready at Pizzeria Alte Schmiede

Saturday Night: Give It All at Grenzstadl

Sunday: If you still have energy: go skiing ☺



Zuzana Georges

Hang Loose,Anemos-Rhodes apartments contacts:
www.anemos-rhodes.com
email: info@anemos-rhodes.com
Zuzana mobile/whatsapp +4915116007011

We like to thank you for sharing 

memorable days and surf sessions 

with us. 

Get well through the winter, and don’t

break your legs whilst skiing; we want

to see you in one piece in 2023!

Martin

Meltemi Windsurf Rhodes contacts:
www.meltemi-windsurf-Rhodes.com
email: info@meltemi-windsurf-rhodes.com
Georges mobile/whatsapp +306944243310 
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